Year 7 (age 11‐12)
A selection of books especially selected for children in Year 7 (11 ‐ 12 year olds) of average
reading ability.
If your child is a competent reader or has read all these titles then try the books from the
Year 8 list. Alternatively if these books are a little challenging try books from the Year 5 or 6
lists.
Airman

Eoin Colfer
One dark night on the island of Great Saltee,
fourteen‐year‐old Conor is framed for a
terrible crime he didn't commit. Thrown into
prison by the dastardly Hugo Bonvilain, Conor
is trapped in a sea swept dungeon and
branded a traitor. He must escape and clear
his name; he wants his old life back ‐ his
family, his friends...and his princess. Conor
knows there is only one way out. It's an
impossible task, which has never been done
before. But Conor is determined to do it. He'll
have to fly. Swashbuckling new fiction from
the amazing Eoin Colfer, ideal for readers aged
11+.
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.24

Anila's Journey

Mary Finn
An advert in the Calcutta Gazette is looking for
an apprentice draughtsman to accompany a
scholar on an expedition to record avian life in
Bengal. How can Anila Tandy, left to fend for
herself in a city of rogues, dare to apply for a
position that is clearly not meant for her? But
the talented Bird Girl of Calcutta has never
shrunk from a challenge. And perhaps this
voyage up the Ganges might be just the thing
to equip Anila in her search for her father,
missing for years and presumed dead.
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.24

Apache

Tanya Landman

Format: Paperback
Price: £5.24

Creature of the Night

Kate Thompson
I could hear Dennis talking to my ma. 'She was
little,' he said. 'Little like me. But old. Older
than you.' Those words gave me a cold shock. I
could see Dennis imagining fairies, but old
ones? When Bobby's mother moves the family
into a rented house in the country, a
neighbour tells him that a child was once
murdered there. Bobby doesn't care. All he
wants is to get back to Dublin and to resume
his wild life there, stealing from the crowded
shopping streets and racing stolen cars at
night. But getting his old life back doesn't turn
out to be so easy, and the longer he spends in
the old cottage, the more convinced he
becomes that something very strange is going
on there. Was there really a murder? And if so,
was it the one he has been told about?
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.24

Crusade

Elizabeth Laird
Two boys ‐ two faiths ‐ one unholy war
...When Adam's mother dies unconfessed, he
pledges to save her soul with dust from the
Holy Land. Employed as a dog‐boy for the local
knight, Adam grabs the chance to join the
Crusade to reclaim Jerusalem. He burns with
determination to strike down the infidel
enemy ...Salim, a merchant's son, is leading an
uneventful life in the port of Acre ‐ until news
arrives that a Crusader attack is imminent. To
keep Salim safe, his father buys him an
apprenticeship with an esteemed, travelling
doctor. But Salim's employment leads him to
the heart of Sultan Saladin's camp ‐ and into
battle against the barbaric and unholy
invaders.
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.24

Eagle Strike

Anthony Horowitz
Reluctant MI6 agent Alex Rider is relaxing in
the south of France until a sudden, ruthless
attack on his hosts plunges him back into a
world of violence and mystery ‐ and this time,
MI6 don't want to know. Alex is determined to
track down his friends' attackers, even if he
must do it alone. But it's a path that leads to a
long‐buried secret ‐ and a discovery more
terrible than anything he could have imagined.
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.24

Eragon

Christopher Paolini
When Eragon finds a polished stone in the
forest, he thinks it is the lucky discovery of a
poor farm boy; perhaps it will buy his family
meat for the winter. But when the stone brings
a dragon hatchling, Eragon soon realizes he
has stumbled upon a legacy nearly as old as
the Empire itself. Overnight his simple life is
shattered and he is thrust into a perilous new
world of destiny, magic and power. With only
an ancient sword and the advice of an old
storyteller for guidance, Eragon and the
fledgling dragon must navigate the dangerous
terrain and dark enemies of an Empire ruled
by a king whose evil knows no bounds. Can
Eragon take up the mantle of the legendary
Dragon Riders? The fate of the Empire may
rest in his hands ‐ 'A winner ‐ tip of the hat to
young master Paolini' Anne McCaffrey, author
of The Dragonriders of Pern series'A
compelling and action‐filled adventure ...a
galloping good example of its genre' Daily
Telegraph'This book is an achievement.
Readers ...will be transported' Sunday Times' A
portrayal of true affection between boy and
dragon ‐ Paolini writes like someone gripped
by his own story' Guardian'A stirring fantasy of
epic proportions' The Bookseller
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.99

Father Brown Stories

G.K. Chesterton
Immortalized in these famous stories, G. K.
Chesterton's endearing amateur sleuth has
entertained countless generations of readers.
For, as his admirers know, Father Brown's
cherubic face and unworldly simplicity, his
glasses and his huge umbrella, disguise a quite
uncanny understanding of the criminal mind at
work. This edition includes seven tales from a
number of G. K. Chesterton's Father Brown
books.
Format: Paperback
Price: £1.50

Flour Babies

Anne Fine
Let it be flour babies. Let chaos reign. When
the annual school science fair comes round,
Mr Cartwright's class don't get to work on the
Soap Factory, the Maggot Farm or the
Exploding Custard Tins. To their intense disgust
they get the Flour Babies ‐ sweet little six‐
pound bags of flour that must be cared for at
all times.
Format: Paperback
Price: £4.49

Fly by Night

Frances Hardinge
This is a breath‐taking adventure story, set in
reimagined eighteenth‐century England. As
the realm struggles to maintain an uneasy
peace after years of cival war and tyranny, a
twelve‐year‐old orphan and her loyal
companion, a grumpy goose, are about to
become the unlikely heroes of a radical
revolution. Mosca Mye has spent her
childhood in a miserable hamlet, after her
father was banished there for writing
inflammatory books about freedom. Now he is
dead and Mosca is on the run, heading for the
city of Mandelion. There she finds herself
living by her wits among cut‐throat
highwaymen, spies and smugglers. With peril
at every turn, Mosca uncovers a dark plot to
terrorize the people of Mandelion, and soon
merry mayhem leads to murder ...With an
unforgettable cast of characters and an
inspiring message at its heart ‐ sometimes the
power of words can change the world!
Format: Paperback
Price: £4.49

Kensuke's Kingdom

Michael Morpurgo
Michael's parents buy a yacht, and take him
off to sail round the world. Washed overboard
in a fierce storm, Michael finds himself on the
shore of a remote island ‐ and soon discovers
he's not alone. Kensuke, a former Japanese
soldier, survived the war and the bombing of
Hiroshima, but his family perished. As an
extraordinary bond forms between the two,
Kensuke faces a heart‐breaking choice: can he
give up the secluded life he's built for himself
to help reunite Michael with his parents?
Knowing the pain of losing his own family,
Kensuke knows which way he has to decide...
Format: Paperback
Price: £3.74

Kidnapped From the Novel by Robert Louis Stevenson

Format: Paperback
Price: £3.74

Mistress Masham's Repose

T. H. White, Fritz Eichenburg

Format: Paperback
Price: £5.24

Moonfleet

John Meade Falkner
Everyone in the tiny village of Moonfleet lives
by the sea one way or another, so it's no
surprise when young John Trenchard gets
involved in the smuggling trade. Forced to flee
England with a price on his head, John little
guesses the adventures and trials he will have
before he sees Moonfleet again or the change
in his fortunes when he does.
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.24

My Family and Other Animals

Gerald Durrell
Sometimes it's pretty hard to tell them
apart...my family and the animals, that is. I
don't know why my brothers and sisters
complain so much. With snakes in the bath
and scorpions on the lunch table, our house,
on the island of Corfu, is a bit like a circus. So
they should feel right at home...
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.99

Nathan Fox: Dangerous Times

L. Brittney
The Spymaster General has formed an
intelligence network to ensure that England
remains the mightiest super‐power. He is
always looking for brilliant new agents, and
Nathan Fox has just caught his eye ...Nathan is
a gifted actor in the same company as thespian
and fledgling playwright, Will Shakespeare. Of
gypsy descent, Nathan is a skilled acrobat and
horseman, and picks up accents and languages
easily. When the Spymaster General sends one
of his top agents, John Pearce, to recruit him,
Nathan accepts with delight. He leaves the
theatre and is sent to Master Robey's School
of Defence to learn the skills that will keep him
alive ‐ swordplay, dagger‐throwing and
streetfighting, as well as codebreaking and
intelligence gathering. Now set for his first
assignment, Nathan partners Pearce and they
travel to Venice to secure an alliance against
the dreaded Spaniards. On their arrival,
Nathan and John ‐ posing as servant and
master ‐ are brought into contact with the
great General Othello. As their mission goes
awry, the partners become embroiled in the
events surrounding the explosive, tragic love
affair between Othello and a young
noblewoman, Desdemona. Nathan is leading a
dangerous life of the highest drama ‐ but will

he survive to tell Will Shakespeare the details
of his adventure?
Format: Paperback
Price: £4.49

Playing with Fire

Henning Mankell
Sofia has lost her legs and her sister in a
landmine accident. But now she's growing up
and ready to fall in love. Her older sister Rosa is
strong and beautiful and loves dancing. Sofia
will never be able to dance, so how will anyone
ever notice her enough to love her? She
imagines a boy who will love her for herself,
and then she meets him ‐ but is the Moonboy
real, or just a dream of the African night? Then
Rosa falls sick with a mysterious illness and
Sofia fears the worst. When Rosa is diagnosed
with HIV and turns to African magic for a cure,
Sofia is the one who has to be practical and
think of the future.
Format: Paperback
Price: £4.49

Refugee Boy

Benjamin Zephaniah
Alem is on holiday with his father for a few
days in London. He has never been out of
Ethiopia before and is very excited. They have
a great few days togther until one morning
when Alem wakes up in the bed and breakfast
they are staying at to find the unthinkable. His
father has left him. It is only when the owner
of the bed and breakfast hands him a letter
that Alem is given an explanation. Alem's
father admits that because of the political
problems in Ethiopia both he and Alem's
mother felt Alem would be safer in London ‐
even though it is breaking their hearts to do
this. Alem is now on his own, in the hands of
the social services and the Refugee Council. He
lives from letter to letter, waiting to hear from
his father, and in particular about his mother,

who has now gone missing...A powerful,
gripping new novel from the popular Benjamin
Zephaniah
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.24

Set in Stone

Linda Newbery
When Samuel Godwin, a young and naive art
tutor, accepts a job with the Farrow family at
Fourwinds, their majestic home, little does he
expect to come across such a web of secrets
and lies. His two tutees are as different as
chalk and cheese ‐ the beautiful younger sister
Marianne, full of flightiness and nervous
imagination, and Juliana, controlled and sad.
With their governess, Charlotte Agnew,
Samuel begins to uncover slowly the horrifying
truth behind Juliana's sadness and Marianne's
emotional fragility. Their discoveries change
their perception of life at Fourwinds for ever
and none of their lives will ever be the same
again. With her usual brilliance and ease, Linda
Newbery has written a haunting and faultlessly
plotted novel with characters that leap of the
page and stay with the reader long after the
last page is turned.
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.24

Snakehead

Anthony Horowitz
Splashing down off the coast of Australia, Alex
is soon working undercover ‐ this time for ASIS,
the Australian Secret Service ‐ on a mission to
infiltrate the criminal underworld of South‐
East Asia: the ruthless world of the Snakehead.
Faced with an old enemy and troubled by his
own past, Alex is caught between two secret
services, with no one to trust ‐ and this time he
needs all his wits to survive...
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.24

The Adventures Of Sherlock Holmes

Arthur Conan Doyle

Format: Hardback
Price: £12.48

The Book of Everything

Guus Kuijer
Thomas Klopper sees amazing things that no
one else can see: tropical fish swimming in the
canal, sparrows playing bright trumpets and
frogs wriggling through the letter box. When
his father hits his mother, Thomas sees the
angels cover their eyes and weep. He writes it
all down in The Book of Everything , including
his wish: When I grow up, I am going to be
happy.
Format: Paperback
Price: £4.49

The Chocolate War

Robert Cormier
The headmaster of Trinity College asks Archie
Costello, the leader of the Vigils, a secret
society that rules the school, to help with the
selling of 20,000 boxes of chocolates in the
annual fund‐raising effort. Archie sees the
chance of adding to his power ‐ he is the
Assigner, handing out to the boys tasks to be
performed if they are to survive in the school.
Freshman, Jerry Renault, a newcomer to the
corrupt regime, refuses to sell chocolates.
Enormous mental and physical pressure is put
on him but he will not give in ‐ the result is an
inevitable, explosive tragedy.
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.24

The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy

Douglas Adams, Robbie Stamp
Summer 2005 finally sees the release of The
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy movie from
Touchstone Pictures . Stars include Martin
Freeman as Arthur Dent, Sam Rockwell as
Zaphod Beeblebrox, Bill Nighy as Slartibartfast,
supercool hip‐hop artist Mos Def as Ford
Prefect and the gorgeous Zooey Deschanel as
Trillian. Completely new characters were
developed specially for the film by Douglas
Adams before his death and will be played by
John Malkovich and Anna Chancellor. Pan's tie‐
in edition of this cult classic will include
substantial extras from Executive Producer,
Robbie Stamp: exclusive cast interviews,
stories and photographs from the set.
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.24

The Hobbit

J. R. R. Tolkien
Probably the most famous children's book of
modern times ‐‐ regularly topping polls for
'favourite book'. The Hobbit is the
unforgettable story of Bilbo, a peace‐loving
hobbit, who embarks on a strange and magical
adventure. A timeless classic.
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.24

The London Eye Mystery

Siobhan Dowd
When Ted and Kat watched their cousin Salim
get on board the London Eye, he turned and
waved before getting on. But after half an
hour it landed and everyone trooped off ‐ and
no Salim. Where could he have gone? How on
earth could he have disappeared into thin air?
So Ted and his older sister, Kat, become
sleuthing partners, since the police are having
no luck. Despite their prickly relationship, they
overcome their differences to follow a trail of
clues across London in a desperate bid to find
their cousin. And ultimately it comes down to
Ted, whose brain works in its own very unique
way, to find the key to the mystery. This is an
unputdownable spine‐tingling thriller ‐ a race
against time.
Format: Paperback
Price: £4.49

The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde

Robert Louis Stevenson
Everyone has a dark side. Dr Jekyll has
discovered the ultimate drug. A chemical that
can turn him into something else. Suddenly, he
can unleash his deepest cruelties in the guise
of the sinister Hyde. Transforming himself at
will, he roams the streets of fog‐bound London
as his monstrous alter‐ego. It seems he is
master of his fate. It seems he is in complete
control. But soon he will discover that his
double life comes at a hideous price.
Format: Paperback
Price: £3.74

The White Darkness

Geraldine McCaughrean
Captain Titus Oates, hero of the Antarctic, has
been dead for nearly a century. But not in
Sym's head. In there, he is her constant
companion, her soulmate, her adviser. It is as
if he walked out of the Polar blizzard and into
her mind. In fact, if it were not for Titus, life
might be as bleak a place as the Antarctic
wilderness. When she is taken on a mystery
expedition by her eccentric uncle Victor, Sym
can't believe her luck. Destination Antarctica‐
the very place she's always wanted to visit. But
Victor has other plans, more sinister than Sym
could possibly imagine. Stranded in the most
isolated part of the world with her trust in
someone she comes to realize is a madman,
she must find a way to avoid a gruesome fate.
But what should a teenage girl do? Could it be
that Titus, the one who perished in that very
place, will be the means of her survival?
Format: Paperback
Price: £4.49

